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NITRATE LEVELS IN THE BITTERROOT
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Don Jordan Jr.
WHAT ARE NITRATES/NITRITES?
• NO2 & NO3
• NITRATES=2 ATOMS OF OXYGEN
• NITRITES=3 ATOMS OF OXYGEN
• FERTILIZER
• GLASS & EXPLOSIVES
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WHO CARES?....NITRATES ARE A HEALTH THREAT!!
• BLUE BABY SYNDROME
• HUMAN CARCINOGENESIS
• ALGAE BLOOMS
• EUTROPHICATION
• DAMAGE TO ECONOMY
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HOW DO THEY GET INTO GROUNDWATER?
THE WATER TABLE
RESEARCH PURPOSE
THE ORIGINAL PROJECT
• 2015-PROF. GEORGE FURNISS LEADS A 
CLASS PROJECT TO TEST BITTERROOT RIVER, 
CORVALLIS CANAL, PRIVATE WELLS & OTHER 
SURFACE BODIES OF WATER TO CHECK 
NITRATE/NITRITE LEVELS IN GROUNDWATER 
AROUND HAMILTON.
THE LOCATION
RESEARCH METHODS
• 2018-PROF. GEORGE FURNISS LEADS A 
CLASS PROJECT TO GATHER AND COMPARE 
NEW DATA WITH 2015 DATA.
• GROUNDWATER SAMPLES WERE COLLECTED 
USING STANDARDIZED COLLECTION 
METHODS INCLUDING Q.A
• TESTED AT CERTIFIED LAB(ENERGY LABS)
THE PROCESS
• RINSE CONTAINER 3 TIMES THEN FILL TO 
FULL CAPACITY.
• TEMPERATURE
• ELECTROMAGNETIC CONDUCTIVITY
• PH
• KEEP REFRIGERATED
• DELIVER SAMPLES TO LAB
THE PROJECT
WATCH OUT FOR WHAT FLOATS DOWNSTREAM!
• DARBY HAS NO SEWAGE TREATMENT 
PLANT/PLAN WHATEVER….
• CURRENT PRACTICE-UPON FULL CAPACITY 
EMPTY INTO BITTERROOT RIVER TWICE 
ANNUALLY.
• NITRATES ARE LEAKING INTO GROUNDWATER 
& FRESHWATER SPRING NEARBY.
• HAVE BEEN CITED BY SAME REGULATORY BODY 
THAT ISSUED PERMIT.MT DEQ
THE RESULTS
THE SMOKING GUN
• S-7=A TRIBUTARY FLOWING INTO CANAL
• HIGHEST CONCENTRATION LEVELS OF 
NITRATES/NITRITES IN CANAL(0.79 MG/L)
RESULTS IN LOAD
COMPARING RESULTS
NEXT STEPS
• PRESENT FINDINGS & RECOMMENDATIONS.
• ADVOCATE FOR BETTER WATER QUALITY 
COMPLIANCE.
• PUTTING ZERO POLLUTION BACK INTO OUR 
ENVIRONMENT IS POSSIBLE SO IT SHOULD 
THE RULE!!!  
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